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The overwhelming
response being received from
Civil Service aspirants and
candidates preparing for other
competitive examinations through
increasing subscriptions makes
us in deed very happy. We are
proud to mention that this ever
increasing acceptance of EKL by a
knowledge hungry segment makes
us more aware about our great
responsibilities.
In line with our objectives, we
have taken maximum care to
include content on diverse topics
in the current issue too to add to
its informative value. With the
objective of encouraging talented,
young, budding writers, we have
decided to include one or two
articles written by them, which
conform to our editorial standards,
in all our issues.
We earnestly hope our readers
would find the articles and features
in May 2019 issue interesting and
informative and this issue would
bring them as much joy as it brings
to EKL team. We highly value
your feedback and suggestions.
Please do write to us on nvg@
eklines.com
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IN MEMORIAM

Dr.Babu Paul former Additional Chief Secretary to Government of Kerala who
died on April 13, 2019 was a great source of inspiration and guiding force for
Executive Knowledge Lines. Sri.T.P.Sreenivasan, former Indian Ambassador and
renowned Diplomat reminisces about this multi faceted and towering personality.

Kerala Orphaned by
Dr. Babu Paul’s

K

Demise

T.P. Sreenivasan IFS (Retd.)

erala is reeling under the
shock of the unexpected
and sudden demise of Dr.
Babu Paul. It is a huge
personal loss for me.
Babu Paul strode the bureaucratic
scholarly, literary and cultural and
moral scene of Kerala like a colossus
and there was no one to equal or
excel him. He was the last word not
only on the Bible, but also on all the
holy books of all religions. God was
his guide in all matters including
life and death. He once told me that
he felt safe during his travels as he
trusted that the drivers and pilots
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were the agents of God. As for death,
he said that according to his belief,
the world after death would be more
attractive. Even if death meant the end
of everything, he would not complain
either. He prepared himself for death
several years ago by keeping a coffin
ready for him and detailing what
should happen at his funeral such
as the people who should chant the
scriptures. He is reported to have also
recorded a message to be played at the
funeral.
In Kerala administration, there was
nothing he did not touch and nothing
he did not embellish. His dedication
Executive Knowledge Lines

to Kerala was absolute and he did not
discriminate between political parties
and politicians when he criticised
their actions or praised them. He had
become the conscience of Kerala and
the arbiter of Kerala’s interests.
As an orator, very few like Sukumar
Azhikode could match Babu Paul.
While Azhikode played around with
words and ideas, Babu Paul was
erudite, deep and humorous. As a
political and social commentator,
he was matchless. He criticised
political leaders of all hues, but he
had no enemies in any party. Most
recently, he extended support to
Kummanom Rajasekharan because of
his conviction that India needed the
leadership of Narendra Modi for five
more years. When Babu Paul took
such a position, other political parties
did not attack him. Such was his
credibility.
Babu Paul was a prolific and excellent
writer mostly in Malayalam, but
also proficient in English. He was
never dogmatic about religion and
politics and so his views were always
respected. His speeches, writings
and conversations are a gold mine of
quotable quotes on any occasion.
Babu Paul recently expressed
satisfaction over his autobiography
having had 8 reprints so far. The
popularity of the book springs
from its objectivity and accuracy of
details of the various issues he dealt
with in his long career beginning
as a junior engineer and ending as
the Ombudsman. It remains the
height of irony that this bureaucrat
of bureaucrats did not become the
Chief Secretary of the state or did not
www.eklines.com

In Kerala
administration, there
was nothing he did not
touch and nothing he
did not embellish.
occupy high positions in the centre.
This did not detract from the major
contribution he has made as a master
administrator.
Babu Paul will be remembered
differently by different people. His
biggest contribution may wellbe his
monumental work on the Bible for
which he spent a decade of his life.
He undertook this and other tasks as
ordained by God. He accepted success
and defeat as God’s will and so
remained unaffected by bouquets and
brickbats. He was also indebted to his
father for the guidance he received.
Babu Paul was a very humble person,
Every Sunday he used to participate
in church’s altar during holy Qurbana.
He received the noblest title a nonpriest can receive from Patriarch of
Antioch.
In his time he was the First Rank
holder in Secondary School Exam
in entire Kerala after studying in an
ordinary Malayalam medium school.
He was Rank No.10 in all India Civil
Service Exam in his very first attempt.
Kerala without Babu Paul is poorer
as it will not have the benefit of his
advice, warnings and guidance. The
Civil Service aspirants will miss a
great mentor and well wisher. Kerala
is orphaned by his demise.
May 2019
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INDIAN HISTORY

Jallianwala Bagh Massacre

A ‘Shameful Scar’ on British Indian history
N.Vijayagopalan

J

alianwala Bagh is in the
news again with British
Prime Minister Theresa
May reiterating the UK
government’s long-standing
expression of ‘deep regret’ over the
April 1919 Jallianwala Bagh massacre
and calling the massacre a ‘shameful
scar’ on British Indian history. But
the words of the PM May fell short in
issuing a formal apology. Since 2019
was the centenary of a horrendous
act in the history of India’s freedom
struggle, there was a growing demand
from many quarters for the formal
apology including Indian diaspora and
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn.

Dyer. It was April 13, 1919, a Sunday,
which happened to be ‘Baisakhi’, one
of Punjab’s largest religious festivals.
Fifty British Indian Army soldiers,
commanded by Brigadier-General
Reginald Dyer, began shooting at an
unarmed gathering of men, women, and
children without warning.

Dyer marched his fifty riflemen to
a raised bank and ordered them to
kneel and fire. Dyer ordered soldiers
to reload their rifles several times and
they were ordered to shoot to kill. The
Jallianwala Bagh was bounded on all
sides by houses and buildings and had
few narrow entrances, most of which
were kept permanently locked. The
Jallianwalla Bagh - a flashback. The
main entrance was relatively wider,
1919 Amritsar massacre, also known but was guarded by the troops backed
as the Jallianwala Bagh massacre after by the armoured vehicles. General
the Jallianwala Bagh a public garden Dyer ordered troops to begin shooting
in the northern Indian city of Amritsar, without warning or any order to
was ordered by General R.E.H.
disperse, and to direct shooting towards
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the densest sections of the crowd. He
continued the shooting, approximately
1,650 rounds in all, until ammunition
was almost exhausted.
What led to the massacre?
The Jallianwala Bagh Massacre
was the result of the Anarchical and
Revolutionary Crimes Act of 1919,
famously known as the Rowlatt Act.
The Act came into force a month before
the massacre. It shocked most Indians
who had expected to be rewarded,
not punished, for willingly fighting
alongside the British in the First World
War. The Act allowed political cases to
be tried without jury, and imprisonment
of suspects without trial.
This was the time when Mahatma
Gandhi came to light. The Act resulted
in furious protests throughout the
country. Gandhi started a campaign
against Rowlatt Act. There were
violent protests that resulted in the
burning of the Town Hall and Railway
station, disruption of telegraphs and
communication system. As part of these
protests, thousands of people gathered
at Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar,
Punjab on April 13, 1919. The civilians
assembled for a peaceful protest to
condemn the arrest and deportation
of two national leaders, Satya Pal and
Saifuddin Kitchlew. That was also the
day of Sikh festival Baisakhi and many
villagers had also gathered in the Bagh.
Under the command of Colonel
Reginald Dyer, over 50 troops of the
British Indian Army began firing rifles
into the crowd. The narrow exits from
the bagh were blocked; no one could
escape the ill-fated incidence. Over
1200 got injured and more than 350
people died. Some of them jumped into
www.eklines.com

the well in the bagh to escape dying by
the bullets.
As per the records of the British
Government, the massacre killed 379
and caused 1200 injuries. However, as
per the Indian Nation Congress, around
1000 died and 1500 got injured.
The bullet marks can be still seen on the
walls of the Jallianwala Bagh which is
now a national memorial.
The massacre aroused the fury of the
Indian people and the British Indian
government replied with more intense
brutalities. People in Punjab were made
to crawl on the streets; they were put in
open cages.
Aftermath of the massacre
Following the massacre, the Hunter
Commission was appointed to
investigate into the matter. The
Commission in 1920 held Dyer guilty
for his actions. He was relieved of his
command and prematurely retired from
the army.
Udham Singh, a Punjabi revolutionary,
killed Michael O’ Dwyer, former
Lieutenant Governor of Punjab, on
March 13, 1940 in London in revenge
for the Jallianwalla Bagh Massacre. He
was subsequently convicted and hanged
in July 1940.
Bengali poet and Nobel laureate,
Rabindranath Tagore renounced the
knighthood he had received in 1915.
The massacre marked the start of a new
rebellion and liberation struggle under
Mahatma Gandhi to free India from the
British rule. Jallianwalla Bagh has gone
down in the annals of Indian history as
an incident which set a clear direction
to the country’s independence struggle.
May 2019
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Psychic or Prophet?

NOSTRADAMUS

W
Kripa Kishor

e are in a world
where we have all
the information
about anything and
everything at our fingertips. Many
eminent scientists have the prophetic
ability to predict the future of the world
and to foresee amazing ideas that will
reshape our future. And technological
advancement has emerged as a boon
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and many people have come out of
their narrow mindedness and blind
belief in superstitions.
There are very less people who still
believe in psychics or soothsayers
and even today people believe in
Nostradamus. Who is he? Michel de
Nostredame an astrologer, physician,
and a soothsayer is extremely famous
Executive Knowledge Lines

even in today’s world for his prophecies
and predictions. Did he really write
prophecies that are hundred percent
accurate or did he just vaguely predict
the future? We know that there is
clearly a difference between prophecies
and predictions. It’s been 500 years
since he died and still is he the king of
predictions? Are his predictions like
a blank piece of paper that is its super
indefinite and imprecise that they can
mean anything and everything that you
want them to mean?

revolution. The French revolution
marked a period of violence and
bloodshed in the history of France.

Nostradamus was born in France
in 1503. His family converted into
Catholicism before he was born. He
worked as an apothecary for several
years before entering the University of
Montpellier, but he was almost expelled
after his work as an apothecary was
discovered. Even though he used to
practice medicine how his first wife
and children died of plague is still a
mystery. There were many people in
the society who criticized him asking
cynically as to why he couldn’t save his
wife and two children. He published
a book titled “le propheties”. He was
credited with predicting numerous
significant events from the French
revolution to the terrorist attack on the
world trade center which happened
on September 11, 2001. It’s 2019 and
will you believe that a lot of people
still believe in them and interestingly
every year around New Year’s Eve new
theories and prophesies connected with
Nostradamus and his predictions are
released by various psychic experts?
People flock in with a lot of expectation
and curiosity to read them. Now let’s
dive deep into some of his interesting
predictions.

Be received as divine prayers.”

Nostradamus predicted the French
www.eklines.com

French Revolution
Century 1 Quatrain 57
“From the enslaved populace, songs,
chants and demands
While princess and lords are held
captive in prisons.
These will in the future by headless
idiots
King Louis XVI and his wife Marie
Antoinette were tyrants. It was Mary
Antoinette who said that “Let them eat
cake” if they don’t have bread, This
shows the cruel and despotic nature
of the rulers of France. After reading
the history of Mary Antoinette I learnt
that they were almost ready to flee the
county but unfortunately Louis XVI,
Mary Antoinette and their children
were recognized by a civilian. They
were caught and imprisoned soon
after that as stated in the quatrain.
Mary Antoinette was guillotined soon
after Louis XVI. Marie Antoinette
had a very bad time, her hair was
cut and she even prayed for her poor
children in her last hours.
Century 2 Quatrain 57
“Before the war comes, the great wall
will fall,
The king will be executed, his death
coming too soon will be lamented.
(The guards)will swim in blood,
Near the river the soil will be
bloodied.”
This quatrain refers to the “Fall of
Bastille” (a prison) which happened
May 2019
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The psychic then added
that Trump will have a
treaty with President
Vladimir Putin which
will mirror President
Trump’s pact with
North Korea. However,
Nostradamus did not
predict the results of
Brexit vote.
on 14th July 1789. The insurgents
captured the fortress and decapitated
the governor.

The Death of Henry II
“The young lion will overcome the
older one,

The ancient lady will topple from her
high place,
Many of the same sect will be killed”
This prediction is super accurate
because this fire blazed the streets of
London on September 2, 1666. This
fire consumed the whole city. The
deadly plague died out during the
great fire.

September 11, 2001
“The sky will burn at forty five
degrees. Fire approaches the great
new city. By fire, he will destroy their
city, A cold and cruel heart, blood will
pour. Mercy to none”
On September 11 2001 hijacked
planes crashed into the world trade
center in New York. Forty five degrees
might be a reference to New York
City’s 45th latitude.

Louis Pasteur’s discoveries

“The lost thing is discovered, hidden
On the field of combat in a single battle; for many centuries.
He will pierce his eyes through a golden Pasteur will be celebrated almost as a
cage,
God like figure.
Two wounds made one, then he dies a
cruel death”

This is when the moon completes her
great cycle,

The king had a jousting match with
Montgomery which ultimately caused
an injury. Montgomery’s joust passed
through the slits of Henry’s headgear
referred to as the golden cage and
pierced him through the eye. Henry
died 11 days after suffering from
multiple diseases

But by other rumors he shall be
dishonored”

The Great Fire of London

This famous Nostradamus quatrain
describes Pasteur’s revolutionary
discovery of the long hidden microbe.
Pasteur became the object of mockery
and many members of the European
medical committee were jealous of
him.

“The blood of the just will be lacking in JFK’s Assassination
London,
“The great man will be struck down in
Burnt up in the fire of 66
the day by a thunderbolt,
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An evil deed foretold by the bearer of a
petition.
According to the prediction, another
falls at night time.
Conflict at Reims, London and a
pestilence in Tuscany.”
John F Kennedy received many death
threats. Kennedy was assassinated at
noon on 22nd November 1963 thus the
prediction is accurate.The conspiracy
theorists also claim the CIA was
involved in the assassination of John.
F Kennedy because he wanted to pull
troops out of Vietnam and support
the Civil Rights Movement – which
of course is no good to the scheming
money men in the senate, world banks
and future presidents – yes these are
upstanding members of society we
are supposed to believe because they
have no reason to lie. So who is “the
guilty one hidden in the copse” that
Nostradamus mentions?

May Saturn, Capricorn, Jupiter,
mercury in Taurus Venus also Cancer,
Mars in zero”
This was again another false
prediction. An earthquake of high
magnitude was predicted but no
such powerful earthquake capable
of destroying the whole world
happened.

The wheels of time are moving
incessantly. Is time only digging
out what is buried or hidden in the
future, as Nostradamus has made
us to ponder through some of his
predictions? According to a psychic
expert, Nostradamus had predicted a
war in the Middle East. Considering
the situation in the Middle East this
might be possible but it might not be
a full-fledged war. A British psychic
also revealed that Nostradamus
predicted a particularly violent year
ahead for the US president Donald
Trump. The psychic then added
Though all these are some of the
that Trump will have a treaty with
important things he predicted, many of
President Vladimir Putin which will
his predictions were inaccurate.
mirror President Trump’s pact with
North Korea. However, Nostradamus
Zombies
did not predict the results of Brexit
Nostradamus predicted the arrival of
vote. This is an extremely important
zombies. According to his seminal work
event or a milestone for Britain and
“The centuries”, the dead will ride from
the rest of Europe.
the grave for the games of slaughter
Nostradamus was indeed a legend.
around the millennium.
Some critics of Nostradamus state
Floods and droughts
that people are trying to ruin the
For forty years the rainbow will not be
charm of his literary works by
seen. For forty years the rainbow will
desperately digging deep into his
not be seen every day. The dry earth
quatrains. Soothsayers, false prophets
will grow more parched and there will
and psychics are mostly trying to
be great floods when its seen
do this. Nostradamus’ timeless
predictions made him even popular to
Catastrophic earthquakes
those seeking answers to life’s more
“From the center of the earth the great
difficult questions.
earthquake shall be in the month of
www.eklines.com
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The Motorcycle God

T

GB Sharma
he “Bullet” brand of
motorcycle of Royal
Enfield is a cult figure. It
has an ever-growing fan
community all over the world. The
diehard Bullet fans would say, “There
are only two motorcycles in the world
- The Bullet and the non-Bullet.”
The brand name Bullet remains for 88
years since the first Bullet motorcycle
was released in 1931. Bullet is the
longest standing brand name in the
motorcycle history of the world.
This coveted brand came to India
in 1955 when the government
placed order for 800 motorcycles
for army and police duties in the
country. The British company Royal
Enfield created a partnership with
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Madras Motor Company of Madras
(now Chennai) and assembled the
motorcycles in India.
From 1962 onwards all components
were made in India by redesigning
it to suit the metric system of
measurement. (India adopted the
metric system in stages between
1958 to 1962). Subsequently, the
British manufacturer closed shop and
now Royal Enfield motorcycles are
manufactured only in India and are
exported to more than 50 countries
including Britain and the U S A.
This note is not about the history of
Enfield; but about an interesting event
of one single Royal Enfield bike.
About 50 kilometers from Jodhpur,
Executive Knowledge Lines

Rajasthan, India, on the Jodhpur-Pali
highway, there is a small spot known
as “Om Banna Sthan” or “Om Banna
Mandir”. It has got a very interesting
legend.
On 2 December 1991, Mr. Om Sigh
Rathore, subsequently known as Om
Banna was travelling from the town of
Bangdi of Pali, to Chotila on the way
to Jodhpur on his 350cc Royal Enfield
Bullet bearing registration number
RNJ 7773.
Drunk Rathore hit a tree. The bike fell
into a nearby ditch and Rathore died
instantly. The police took the vehicle
and kept it at the police station. The
bike disappeared at night and was
found at the accident spot the next
morning. The police thought it was a
prank. They took it back to the station.
They emptied the fuel tank, chained it
and punctured the tyres. Amazingly, it
was again found on the accident spot

the next day! The story goes that the
motorcycle kept returning to the same
ditch every time the police tried to
keep it at the police station.
The local people took it for a miracle
and news spread to nearby villages.
They named the spirit of Mr. Rathore
as “Om Banna” and built a temple to
worship it. They erected a concrete
dais and placed the bike in a glass
enclosure. This temple is known
as “Bullet Baba’s Temple.” It is
believed that Om Banna’s spirit helps
distressed travellers.
Every day hundreds of passersby
stop to bow down to the spirit of
Om Banna, the Motorcycle God.
Locally they call it “Bullet Baba.”
They believe that the spirit of Om
Banna protects the travelers. People
leave flowers and bottles of liquor
the deity’s blessing. The temple even
has its own priest who conducts the
morning and evening rituals and
maintains the site.
The tree that Om Sing Rathore hit still
stands there. People festoon it with
garlands, bangles, scarves, red threads
etc.

www.eklines.com
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MEDICAL SCIENCE

Medical Updates
Even a low intake of red
and processed meat
may raise death risk.

The connection between eating
large amounts of red or processed
meat and certain diseases is wellknown, but a new study suggests that
consuming even a small amount of
these foods could be risky. Research
has linked both red and processed
meat to a higher risk of certain
health conditions, such as diabetes,
coronary heart disease, and even
some cancers. Researchers at Loma
Linda University Health in California
studied the association of low intakes
of red and processed meat with allcause, cardiovascular diseases, and
cancer mortality compared to those
who didn’t eat meat at all and found
that eating small amounts of red
and processed meat could increase
a person’s risk of death. The study
showed that eating even a small
amount of red and processed meat
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could be worse for health than eating
none.

Alcohol use disorder:
Brain damage may
progress despite
sobriety.
A new study by scientists from the
Institute of Neuroscience CSIC-UMH
in Alicante, Spain in collaboration
with others from the Central Institute
of Mental Health Mannheim in
Germany goes against the grain of
previous research by suggesting that
alcohol-induced brain damage does
not stop when alcohol use ends.
Instead, the harmful effects of alcohol
may continue during abstinence. The
findings have important implications
for the process of recovery from
alcohol dependence. The findings of
the new study challenge pre-existing
beliefs that brain damage stops
immediately with the cessation of
alcohol consumption.
Executive Knowledge Lines

Poor diet biggest risk
factor for early deaths
worldwide.
A major study has found that
unhealthful eating is responsible for
more deaths worldwide than any other
risk factor, including smoking. In a
paper that features in The Lancet,
the study investigators conclude
that, due to its contribution to noncommunicable diseases, poor diet
accounted for 1 in 5, or 11 million,
adult deaths in 2017. The vast
majority of those deaths, around 10
million, were from cardiovascular
disease. The rest were mainly from
cancer and type 2 diabetes. An
important finding of the study was
that insufficient intake of healthful
foods could be just as, if not more,
damaging than eating too many
unhealthful foods. In their analysis of
global diets, the researchers looked at
15 items: fruits, vegetables, nuts and
seeds, legumes, whole grains, fiber,
calcium, milk, omega-3 fatty acids
from seafood, polyunsaturated fats,
trans fats, red meat, processed meat,
sugary drinks, and sodium.

Use of digital devices
may influence obesity
risk.
Recent evidence suggests that people
who multitask by switching frequently
between digital devices may be more
at risk of developing unhealthful
eating habits and obesity. The more
gadgets that become available to
us, the more we may feel tempted
to explore these new technologies,
but their constant claims on our
attention could end up harming our
www.eklines.com

health. At home and in the workplace,
various technologies compete for our
attention: Computers, smartphones,
tablets, and smartwatches all urge
us to prioritize different tasks and
rewards with their push notifications
and the appeal of social media. And
even when we sit down at the dinner
table with our partners or catch up
over coffee with a friend, some of
us may feel tempted to whip out
our phones and check for new likes
and messages on our various media
accounts, switching from one app to
the next. According to a new study
— from Rice University, in Houston,
TX, Dartmouth College, in Hanover,
NH, and The Ohio State University,
in Columbus — people who often
switch between forms of digital media
are more likely to be overweight or
have obesity and to have poorer selfcontrol. The study team observed that
increased exposure to phones, tablets,
and other portable devices has been
one of the most significant changes
to our environments in the past few
decades, and this occurred during a
period in which obesity rates also
climbed in many places.

The link between
diabetes and stroke.
People with diabetes have a higher
risk of stroke than those without it.
But a person can reduce their stroke
risk by controlling their diabetes well
and making certain lifestyle changes.
For an individual with diabetes, the
chances of having a stroke are 1.5
times higher than in people who do
not have the disease, according to
the American Diabetes Association.
This is because frequent shifts in
May 2019
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report that 16 percent of adults over
the age of 65 with diabetes die from
a stroke and that 68 percent die from
some form of heart disease. AHA
considers diabetes to be one of the
seven major controllable risk factors
for cardiovascular disease, along
with obesity, high blood pressure,
an unhealthful diet, and smoking
cigarettes etc.

Virtual reality offers
benefits for Parkinson’s
disease patients.
Researchers are reporting early
success with a new tool to help people
with Parkinson’s disease improve
their balance and potentially decrease
falls with high-tech help: virtual
reality. After practicing with a virtual
reality system for six weeks, people
with Parkinson’s disease demonstrated
improved obstacle negotiation and
balance along with more confidence
navigating around obstacles in their
path. The muscle and movement
blood sugar levels can affect the
problems caused by Parkinson’s
cardiovascular system. A stroke occurs disease decrease a person’s range
when the blood supply to the brain is
of motion and impair balance, often
interrupted. Most strokes result from a leading to falls and injuries. To help
blood clot blocking a blood vessel in
patients manage these challenges,
the brain or neck. Over time, high blood researchers created a virtual reality
sugar levels can damage blood vessels training system that gives patients
and nerves. People with diabetes have
a safe space to hone their muscle
longer periods of high blood sugar than control and balance. Patients walk
those without diabetes, especially if the on a treadmill while stepping over
condition is not well-controlled. This
virtual objects that appear before
makes a person with diabetes more
them. If they are successful in one
likely to have a stroke. People with
round, the objects become larger in
diabetes are also more likely to have
the next round. The researchers tested
other conditions that increase the risk
their training system in 10 patients
of heart disease and stroke, such as
with Parkinson’s disease who used it
high blood pressure and obesity. The
for three 30-minute sessions a week
American Heart Association (AHA)
for six weeks. After the program,
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participants showed significant
improvements in their ability to
negotiate over large and small boxes,
better balance and a wider range of
motion in the hip and ankle, all of
which have been previously shown to
correlate with a lower risk of falls.

Substituting healthy
plant proteins for red
meat lowers risk for heart
disease.
Diets that replaced red meat with
healthy plant proteins led to decreases
in risk factors for cardiovascular
disease (CVD), according to a new
study from Harvard T.H. Chan
School of Public Health and Purdue
University. The study included data
from 36 randomized controlled
trials involving 1,803 participants.
The researchers compared people
who ate diets with red meat with
people who ate more of other
types of foods (i.e. chicken, fish,
www.eklines.com

carbohydrates, or plant proteins such
as legumes, soy, or nuts), looking at
blood concentrations of cholesterol,
triglycerides, lipoproteins, and blood
pressure -- all risk factors for CVD.
The study found that when diets with
red meat were compared with all
other types of diets combined, there
were no significant differences in total
cholesterol, lipoproteins, or blood
pressure, although diets higher in red
meat did lead to higher tryglyceride
concentrations than the comparison
diets. However, researchers found
that diets higher in high-quality plant
protein sources such as legumes,
soy, and nuts resulted in lower
levels of both total and LDL (“bad”)
cholesterol compared to diets with
red meat. The authors recommended
adherence to healthy vegetarian and
Mediterranean-style diets, both for
their health benefits and to promote
environmental sustainability.
(Source : Medical News Today)
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TECHTRENDS

Artificial Intelligence
and Cybercrime

A
V.N.Nair

long with the advent
of newer and newer
technologies, the
cybersecurity domain is
also getting its impact. Whilst users
are getting better at spotting basic
attacks like phishing, cyber criminals
are using new technologies and
machine learning to trick us, steal
data, and ultimately make fortunes.
Artificial intelligence, in particular,
is perceived to have the potential to
become a game-changer with the
rising availability of AI posing a new
cyber crime threat. Also, the increased
sophistication available to criminals
such as chat bots will enable them to
rapidly upscale the breadth of their
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targets. A group of 26 experts from
around the world have warned that
wanton proliferation of artificial
intelligence technologies could enable
new forms of cybercrime, political
disruption and even physical attacks
within five years. In a new report, the
academic, industry and the charitable
sector experts, describe AI as a
“dual use technology” with potential
military and civilian uses, akin to
nuclear power, explosives and hacking
tools. On account of all this, the role
artificial intelligence can play – both
for cybercriminals and cybersecurity
experts- has become the topic of
heated discussions in the IT world.
The current threat landscape is
Executive Knowledge Lines

fraught with too many challenges.
Traditional, prevention-focused,
rule-based security approaches have
already become a thing of the past a
while ago. Cybercriminals are using
sophisticated, multi-layered attacks
to take advantage of this situation.
Recent attacks such as WannaCry
ransomware attack highlight just
how vulnerable the global IT
landscape is to advanced threats. It
was a worldwide cyberattack, which
targeted computers running the
Microsoft Windows operating system
by encrypting data and demanding
ransom payments in the Bitcoin
cryptocurrency.
Experts in the field are of the opinion
that the strong entry of AI into the mix
would in all probability worsen the
situation. Using AI, cybercriminals
can automate their attacks. It provides
an opportunity to threat actors to
continue doing what they were
doing, in a better and more effective
way. Attacks will be swifter, their
surface area larger and capable of
targeting vulnerabilities with greater
efficiency. The number of incidents
and resultantly their impact will go
up. A single local breach could end up
compromising networks and devices
on a global scale.

On account of all
this, the role artificial
intelligence can play –
both for cybercriminals
and cybersecurity
experts- has become
the topic of heated
discussions in the IT
world.
view of the entire security framework,
and identify vulnerabilities, threats,
and incidents at a much-faster pace.
This, in turn, allows for near-instant
and more accurate threat detection,
response, containment, mitigation, and
remediation.
Understanding these threats, leading
cybersecurity players have started
integrating AI into their security
solutions to offer AI-driven Managed
Detection and Response (MDR)
services. These solutions allow
cybersecurity experts to contextualise
the global threat data, and use those
insights in reference to the particular
needs of a business to anticipate

But cyber defence is the realm where
AI has made the most important
difference. By using its massive
computational power, AI can automate
the collection and analysis of data.
This helps in filtering out false
positives and focusing on actual
threats. AI can also analyse data from
across the entire IT stack, giving
security teams a more comprehensive
www.eklines.com
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Compliance violations
and policy changes can
also be viewed in realtime, enabling better
visibility into the threat
and risk postures
across IT systems.

constantly analyse and triage security
alerts, while forensic automation
determines the criticality of the event.
This enables a much swifter response
to actual security incidents. Security
teams are also guided through the
threat response and remediation
with actionable measures, helping
them make accurate and data-driven
decisions.

AI-driven MDR can also help in
optimising the post-incident security
response. Incidents are investigated
potential threats in advance. Such
for impact and attacker attribute, and
high level of insights enable them
the entire attack chain is analysed for
to continuously update the security
improving security strategies. This
frameworks as per the latest business
minimises the risk of a future breach
and security requirements. By providing
from similar attacks.
24×7x365 security monitoring, AI can
Experts are of the opinion that more
also identify and hunt stealth attack
work should be done in understanding
campaigns within the network before
the right balance of openness in
they can cause a breach by analysing
AI, developing improved technical
suspicious activity. Compliance
measures for formally verifying the
violations and policy changes can
robustness of systems, and ensuring
also be viewed in real-time, enabling
better visibility into the threat and risk that policy frameworks developed in a
less AI-infused world adapt to the new
postures across IT systems.
world we are creating.
Another aspect that an AI-driven MDR
(Courtesy : The Guardian, CXO Today)
approach optimises is that of security
response. Machine learning algorithms
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Corporate Musings
Companies which have a corporate
mission that is bigger than making a
profit are the ones which become truly
successful.
Business success of a company is
directly linked to enhancing the wellbeing of the people who make their
products and who enjoy those products.
It is an organisation’s work culture
that determines its productivity and
sustenance.
Leadership is a potent combination
of strategy and character, which are
mutually complimentary.

The most effective way to eliminate
stress at the work place is to deal
with a situation in a calm and
composed manner, to go beyond
intelligence to introspection and to
become insightful to problems and
situation.
Companies spending millions of
rupees on product development
without doing enough research on
changing customer preferences
often end up in market rejection of
products.

Employee engagement is the art
and science of engaging people
in authentic and recognized
As an entrepreneur, manager or leader,
connections to strategy, roles,
the thoughts you have each day matter.
performance, organization,
Thinking is where the process of
launching your next business begins. For community, relationships,
your thinking to be productive you must customers, development, energy and
happiness to leverage, sustain and
be optimistic and inspired. The right
transform work into results.
frame of mind is crucial to your quest
for success.
Organisations having a collaborative
Organisations need to build and preserve
passion in people, because if people
work from their heart, everything else
falls in place. People with passion
to excel and deliver is the main
factor behind the prosperity of any
organization.
www.eklines.com

culture respect diversity and let
people align around a shared vision
and purpose. They strive to work
towards individual growth of their
employees and stakeholders in
the professional direction of their
desire.
May 2019
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PHILOSOPHY

One Objective,
Two Approaches
Dr. Indhulekha. B

T

he Bhagavad Gita, often
referred to as the Gita, is
a classic, wonderful and
miraculous piece of work
in world literature. It is the sum and
substance of Upanishadic wisdom.
The Gita is only such a work that can
show the way that leads to perfection,
which can claim Universal Value. The
main factor which gives the Bhagavad
Gita its sublime position among
Philosophical texts is that it aims at
the perfect blossoming of one’s life.
The Gita, which forms the chapters
25th to 42nd of the Bhishmaparvam
of the greatest Sanskrit epic, the
Mahabharata, provides an essence
of the entire Vedanta philosophy,
which has been extracted from all
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the Upanishads. As the colophon
‘Bhagavadgitasu Upanishadsu’
indicates, the Bhagavad Gita is
metaphysics and ethics, brahma vidya
and yoga sastra, the science of reality
and the art of union with reality. The
Gita gives not only a metaphysical
interpretation Brahma vidya, but also
a practical programme Yoga sastra to
transform knowledge into experience.
The Bhagavad Gita is so popular that
it has more than fifty commentaries
in Sanskrit and more than two
hundred and fifty commentaries
in other languages. The foremost
among them is Sankara bhashya by
Sankaracharya. Sankara possessed
super human qualities. His voice is
Executive Knowledge Lines

the proclamation of Advaita Vedanta.
He is a person who has contained
and connected the entire Cosmos in
the one string of Advaita darsana. It
can be stated without any doubt that
among all the Acharyas born in India,
Sankaracharya has carried out this
task of revealing the secret of the Gita
in a manner which no one else could.
The ‘Jnaneswari’ is the first
commentary to have come up in
a vernacular language, ‘Marathi’.
Jnaneswara is the spiritual guru of
the ‘Marathi’ language. It was just
at the age of 15 that he wrote the
commentary on the Bhagavad Gita.
There are more than 9000 verses in
the Jnaneswari. Jnaneswara conducted
spiritual discourses wherever he
went, without any preparations. On
all those occasions he offered ex
tempore commentary on the Gita. The
world renowned Jnaneswari is the
compilation of all these commentaries
on the Gita. The Jnaneswari is written
in the popular and famous Ovi
metre of Marathi language. This is a
popular metre which is poetical and
musical similar to folk songs. Ovi
is characterised by rhyming three
lines portion with changing vowels
followed by an unrhymed short fourth
line. This metre has the excellence
of prose and the beauty of verse. The
Jnaneswari has been translated into
English, French, Spanish and Persian
languages and to Indian languages
like Hindi, Tamil, Kannada, Telugu,
Malayalam, Bengali and Gujarati too.
Jnaneswara, who was a devotional
poet in Marathi language played a
vital role in shaping the righteousness
in man. The Jnaneswari has been
written in that sweetness which can be
www.eklines.com

The Bhagavad Gita
is so popular that it
has more than fifty
commentaries in
Sanskrit and more
than two hundred and
fifty commentaries in
other languages. The
foremost among them
is Sankara bhashya
by Sankaracharya.
Sankara possessed
super human qualities.

found in a folk song and is as simple
as could be understood by even a
child. Being written while he was a
teenager, bhakti is the predominant
mood in it. It can be inferred that the
simple style was selected in order
to create inroads into the common
public. Jnaneswara has carried out
the composition revealing the childlike state achieved at the summit of
devotion. The sweetness of devotion
made Jnaneswara simpler. Jnaneswara
had only a very short life. But in
this short span he secured a place in
everyone’s heart. Jnaneswara didn’t
lead a worldly life. Hence he didn’t
have the support of the experience of
a life in the worldly plane. This too
is one reason for the simplicity of the
Jnaneswari.
In the opinion of Jnaneswara, the
way to liberation is bhakti. It can be
May 2019
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By bringing the
message of the Gita to
the people amidst their
daily life, Jnaneswara
consolidates the
Bhagavata Dharma.
It teaches that one
can attain liberation
not by Nivritti but by
Pravritti.
understood that Jnaneswara has tried
to instil the sweetness of bhakti into
the hearts of his listeners throughout
the commentary. But in the view of
Sankara, it is knowledge which one
should pursue to attain liberation.
Sankara’s keen interest in knowledge
has made him quite a serious
person. Both the commentators
have a noble lineage. Sankara
accepted Govindabhagavadpada and
Jnaneswara accepted his brother,
Nivrittinadha as their preceptors.
The difference in the nature of
the preceptors may be perceived
in the disciples too. Throughout
Jnaneswara’s commentary, one can
perceive the sweetness of the relation
between a mother and her child.
Sankara too has realized the greatness
and sweetness of this relationship
that he has considered the Gita as
Gitamatha.
Sankara has written all his works
in the divine language Sanskrit
condensing all his knowledge.
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Jnaneswara has chosen his mother
tongue, Marathi, as the medium
for his commentary. He has stated
through his commentary that he
has tried to follow the path tread
by Sankara. But one can easily find
glaring differences in their style.
Jnaneswara gave more importance
to bhakti than dry philosophizing.
Sankara has given word to word
commentary in his work and has given
the commentary for only 638 among
the 700 slokas. But Jnaneswara has
offered it for all the slokas.
Bhakti or loving devotion is the fruit
of right knowledge and the spring of
right actions. This is the message of
the Gita and Jnaneswara proclaims it
in words that are so sublime, so lucid
and so enchanting. The object of the
Jnaneswari is to spread spiritual bliss,
to eliminate dearth of discrimination
and to enable any aspirant to have the
glimpse of Divine Knowledge. The
Jnaneswari has also been the source
of inspiration to people interested in
different categories.
According to Sankara, the aim of the
Gita is the refinement of mind and
realization of Brahman. The one who
owns the right knowledge actualizes
that the Highest Reality is one without
a second. All eminences of subject
and object disappear in him and thus
the true Self, Atman shines in him.
Sankara’s attitude towards Karman
is most revolutionary and emphatic.
It has been stated that Karman is
meant for purification of mind, not
for comprehending the nature of the
Ultimate Reality. The Ultimate Reality
can be attained only by reflection, not
Executive Knowledge Lines

even a little bit of it can be known by
performing even a crore of Karmas.
Sankara deals about these Dharmas in
the beginning of his commentary.
Sankara declares that the fangs of
Karman can be extracted and the
snake made useful and beneficial.
Karman can be turned into
“Karmayoga”. What was conceived
as Pravritti can be made to reverse
its direction and be converted
into Nivritti karman. The result is
purification of mind. It is the first
step towards the highest spiritual
attainment. The cause of bondage
is ‘Kama’ or desire. So, the real
enemy of man is Kama, not Karman.
Karman originates from Kama and
results in bondage. Who acquires the
equanimity in regard to failure or
success in action, he is clever.
By bringing the message of the
Gita to the people amidst their daily
life, Jnaneswara consolidates the
Bhagavata Dharma. It teaches that one
can attain liberation not by Nivritti
but by Pravritti. Here “Nivritti” means
the renunciation of social duties
and religious obligations. Seeking
renunciation of the reward within the
social duties and religious obligations
means “pravritti”. Jnaneswara
synthesized the Absolute Monism of
the Vedanta and Pure Bhakti of the
Bhagavata tradition.
Jnaneswara accepts “ Brahmasatyam’’
- the doctrine propounded by Sankara.
However Jnaneswara rendered a
theological bend to the doctrine and
hence he accepted the reality of the
Universe. He considers Universe is
the form of God. The Jnanibhakta
www.eklines.com

experiences that he is one with the
Universe. According to Jnaneswara,
there is Bhakti in the state of Advaita.
This state cannot be described in
words. It’s a matter of personal
experience. Atman becomes one with
the Lord and hence becomes steady.
In the entire commentary by Sankara,
the exposition of Advaita Vedanta
is what is projected most. Moreover
there are numerous references
from the Vedas, Puranas and
Itihasas. Sankara has given detailed
commentary on slokas which are
difficult to understand and left the
simpler ones with brief description.
As there were so many lovers of
the Sanskrit language in that time,
Sankara wrote in the most sublime
style in Sanskrit. It is clear from the
commentary that he has got a good
education and a better preceptor. He
didn’t write his commentary coming
down for the masses. On the other
hand, he tried to bring them up to
his level. The freshness of Sankara’s
commentary can be traced to this fact.
The Vedas themselves have three
portions of Jnana Kanda, Upanishat
Kanda and Karma Kanda, aimed at
fulfilling this objective of integrating
the three planes of actions viz.
thought, word and deed. So both these
Avataric personalities should also
be properly utilized in integrating an
aspirant’s three planes of actions and
thus evolve towards Brahman rather
than try to find the difference in their
different approaches towards one of
the most sublime spiritual texts that
has been handed over to humanity
down the ages to the eternal future.
May 2019
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LIFE’S LIKE THAT

What’s
Pain?

I

Dr. Gokuldas

t’s long since I have been
thinking about pain. As a
medical student I have learned
the chemistry and physiology
of pain. I know the severity of postoperative pain and the management of
it. I have seen the terminally ill cancer
patients’ sufferings and their request for
euthanasia. While doing casualty duty
many times we come across patients
with fractured body parts crying their
hearts out. The popular belief is that
there are no sinners among children.
But why are they destined to suffer
some of the worst pain?

Isn’t it the uncontrolled pain and
anguish which overflowed from
the heart of dacoit Ratnakaran on
seeing one of the birds being arrowed
down by a hunter - Maa Nishadhawhich became the Adikavya? Pain
converting a dacoit to a great poet isn’t it wonderful ?

Is pain only a physiologic
phenomenon? I disagree .

fill the pockets of greedy criminals?
Isn’t there pain in love also? Can any

Many times it’s heard that pain is
the mother of creativity. Painful
experiences over pouring the heart of
artists became great literally works.
Are the pangs of hunger not painful?
When children of a lesser God are
forced to steal a loaf of bread for
But is this all pain by definition? We
survival and then beaten to death isn’t
mark our arrival by making our mother it painful? Can anyone account for the
cry. And if you look at her face, you can pain of a mother who cannot provide
see a sweet smile beneath the rolling
at least a meal a day to her kid?
down tears. And if you dare ask her
Is there anyone listening to the
about the pain, you may be able to see painful cry of children trafficked
her caressing and feeding with a smile. and butchered into prostitution to
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medicine relieve that?
What about the pain of separation?
Ask the wife’s of NRIs who left the
country immediately after marriage no
to return for many years. Ask the old
parents whose loved ones left them
looking for greener pastures.

Don’t under estimate the pain of HIV
patients. The isolation and insults will
be very painful to tolerate. And it’s
better not to say anything about the
pain of children forced out of their
schools.

As a doctor, many a time I have come
across parents, children and relatives
Has anyone thought of the pain of the
parents of differentially abled children? of patients painfully waiting to hear
What all painful thoughts will be going the briefing about their related ones.
Even for the doctors sometimes it’s
through their minds as they become
painful to reveal the tragic truth. It
old and there is no one to take care of
says that death ends all the pain and
their children? For a moment think
sufferings but transfers the pain of
of the pain of this differentially abled
loss to the loved ones.
children. Is it possible for anyone to
look into their mind and heart beyond
their disability ?
Though it’s a disease, leprosy is still
a stigma. The pain and sufferings of
isolation of them are well depicted in
movies.
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Dr. Gokuldas

Amritha Institute of Medical Sciences
Indian society of Neuro anesthesia
and critical care ( ISNACC)
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T-Hub Launches its Arcade Series
to Connect Global Corporates
with Innovative Startups
• Partners with UST Global for its first event in March called
‘FinTech Arcade’
• The arcade series will host a monthly sector-specific networking
platform to provide startups and industry players with marketaccess opportunities

T

-Hub is India’s largest
incubator for startups
which is headquartered
in Hyderabad, Telangana.
T-Hub, which is among the world’s
leading startup engines powering
entrepreneurship and innovation,
announced the launch of the Arcade
Series, the avenues for networking to
enable productive synergies between
industry players and startups. These
series will focus on one vertical each
month beginning March 2019 with
fintech as the vertical in focus in
partnership with UST Global.
The first event of the Arcade Series
is focused on scouting innovative
solutions for the financial and
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banking industry. Hundreds of
startups participated. The target
areas for FinTech Arcade were smart
payments, wealth tech, robotic process
automation (RPA), cybersecurity,
lending, financial inclusion and nextgen analytics. T-Hub shortlisted 12
startups, with impressive product
solutions, to pitch in front of more
than 30 corporate giants such
as UST Global, HDFC, HSBC,
Citibank, PayPal and Kotak Bank and
regulatory body representatives, such
as NPCI, NABARD and consulting
firms such as PwC, Deloitte and
Capgemini.
The Fintech Arcade has enabled
the participating industry players
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to explore innovative products and
assess their chances to invest in or
partner with future-ready solutions
that could potentially transform
their business. The selected startups
will get to co-create solutions and
explore strategic partnerships with
the industry players. UST Global,
a leading digital transformation
solutions company, has shortlisted
five startups for further evaluation.
UST Global works with Fortune 500
companies in banking and financial
services, insurance, healthcare, retail,
manufacturing, shipping, technology
and telecom.
Ravi Narayan, CEO of T-Hub said,
“We wanted a solid, yet regular series
of a platform for corporates that
enables them to constantly track and
absorb innovations helping them stay
ahead of the curve. Indian startups
are ready to make the most use of
such opportunities now and expand
their business revenues by evaluating
collaboration opportunities with
global corporates. It’s a matter of
bringing them together in the right
manner at the right time, and we are
glad that T-Hub’s Arcade Series is
capable of getting that done.”
T-Hub will be launching platforms
like the FinTech Arcade, under the
Arcade Series focused on other
verticals and technologies, such as
healthtech, AgriTech/sustainability,
smart cities, blockchain, Augmented
Reality/Virtual Reality (AR/VR),
Artificial Intelligence, Internet of
Things (IoT) in the upcoming months.
Speaking about the event, Trent
Mayberry, Chief Digital Officer,
UST Global, said, “As part of
www.eklines.com

The Fintech Arcade
has enabled the
participating industry
players to explore
innovative products and
assess their chances
to invest in or partner
with future-ready
solutions that could
potentially transform
their business.
our innovation ecosystem, we are
constantly looking to partner with
or invest in startups who have
breakthrough digital products and
solutions aligned to our business
goals. We see an immense talent in
India, and are delighted to have met
these young entrepreneurs at T-Hub
Fintech Arcade. We shared industry
trends, challenges in adoption and
discussed ways to strengthen these
leading offerings in both impact and
appeal. I believe T-Hub is uniquely
positioned in Hyderabad to foster such
industry collaboration at the forefront
of emerging challenges in the FinTech
industry. We are happy to shortlist
Pencilton, PayBee, Taxilla, Finoremic
and Monech, for further evaluation.
I am confident that with our global
market reach and joint innovation
efforts, we are at the forefront of
solving some of the trickiest business
and technology problems of our
Fortune 500 clients.”
May 2019
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TRADITION

Culture and Tradition in Perfect Harmony

The Folk Dances of Assam
Padma Mohan Kumar

I

t is often said that folk dance
is the best manifestation of
the culture and tradition of
a particular place. The best
example to this statement can be seen
in the various ethnic dance forms that
are prevalent in the different corners
of Assam. Assam, the tea garden of
India, has a rich culture to boast of.
The State of Assam is home to many
groups: Mongoloid, Indo-Burmese,
Indo-Iranian, Aryan, Rabha, Bodo,
Kachari, Karbi, Mising, Sonowal
Kacharis, Mishimi and Tiwa (Lalung).
These cultures come together to create
an unique Assamese culture.
An integral part of Assamese culture
are the folk dances of the State. Assam
has a number of folk dances and
the most important among them are
the Bagurumba dance and the Bihu
dance, both danced during festivals
held in the spring.

Bagurumba Dance
The chief among the Assamese folk
dances is the Bagurumba or the
‘butterfly dance’. It owes its name
to the fact that the movements of
the performers resemble those of
butterflies. It is commonly performed
by the Bodos of Assam who live in
regions like Kokrajhar, Nalbari and
Bongaigaon. This dance is the chief
highlight of their Bwishagu festival
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which is celebrated in mid-April. The
celebrations begin with cow worship
which is then followed by the young
ones of the family bowing down to
their parents and the other elders in
the home. Then the deity, known as
Bathou, is worshipped with offerings
of chicken and rice beer. Bathou is
the supreme deity of the Bodos. The
festivities are then concluded with a
community prayer.
The dance is performed by the girls
dressed in colorful costumes and
traditional jewellery while the men
play the accompanying musical
instruments. These are the traditional
tribal devices such as the Gongona
which resembles a curved horn and
the Kham which is a long drum made
of wood and goatskin. The other
instruments include the Siphung
which resembles a violin. The dance
is performed with slow steps and
hands spread out. The performers
go through various movements such
as hopping, swinging, bending and
rising again. They chant ‘bagurumba,
hay bagurumba’ while dancing. This
highly attractive dance symbolizes
the natural world. There are two
variations of this dance form. One
is the Natural Bagurumba which is
performed without music while the
other is the Royal Bagurumba which
is accompanied along with singing.
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Bihu Folk Dance
Another major folk dance associated
with Assam is the Bihu. It is
performed during the Rongali Bihu
festival which falls in the middle of
April. The Rongali Bihu is one of
the three Bihu festivals, the other
two being Kongali Bihu and Bhogali
Bihu. The songs sung during the
Rongali Bihu festival are based on
romantic themes. The Bihu dance is
performed by both men and women.
The men are attired in dhotis which
are long and thin pieces of cloth worn
around the waist. The head is adorned
by the gamocha. Both the dhoti and
the gamocha are not only brightly
colored but are also embellished
by beautiful embroidery in various
designs on the two ends. The women
Bihu performers are attired in the
traditional Assamese costume. This
attire consists of the Chador and
Mekhela. The Chador is a drape used
for covering the upper portion of
the body while the Mekhela which
is shaped like a cylinder is used for
the lower half of the body. A blouse
is worn below the Chador. Pat silk,
www.eklines.com

cotton and muga silk are used for
making these dresses. Their attire is
completed with colorful jewellery
and their hair is done up with pretty
flowers which match the colour of
their dresses.
The Bihu is a brisk dance with the
performers flinging their hands and
swaying their hips to a rhythmic
beat. It represents youthful passion.
As with every other folk dance,
music is a must for the Bihu too. The
instruments are essential for playing
the conventional tunes for the dance.
These include the dhol, pepa, taal,
toka, xutuli, gogona and baanhi. This
art form has remained untouched
by any innovation and has retained
its purity. The Bihu dance truly
represents the culture and heritage of
the Assamese people.
The Khamba Lim is another folk
dance of Assam. The performers
include two groups of men and
women who stand in two rows. The
folk dances are performed during the
harvest period. They are marked by
absolute gaiety and abandon.
May 2019
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CAREER CARE

How to Succeed in a

Job Interview
EKL Desk

A

Job interview is something
which needs to be handled
with due preparations, care
and caution. Your fate is
by and large decided in the interview
and hence it pays rich dividends
devoting a little extra attention to this
inevitable phase of entering into a
career.
Have a look at a few important aspects
to be taken care of in attending a job
interview.

1. Be Prepared
Be familiarized and prepared to
face the basic interview questions
which are generally asked - like your
introduction, your hobbies, your
interests, your goals, why should
the company hire you, etc. Practice
them before your interview with well
thought out points and try to make
them interesting.

2. Acquaint with the company
Always study about the prospective
employer company which is going
to interview you by going through
the website. Know about its history,
vision, mission, management team,
products and services, goals and
objectives etc. Go through internet
content, press releases and data
available online so that you are able to
answer any questions on it.
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3. Be on time
Always try to leave early from your
house and make it a point to reach 15
minutes before the call time. Nothing
looks worse than reaching late for the
interview.

4. Dress Well
As they say, your first impression is
the lasting one. So always dress to
impress. Wear crisply ironed formals,
clean shoes and your hair should be
neat and tied up. A nicely dressed
person always tends to leave a good
impression than a person who comes
shabbily for the interview.

5. Be confident
Be calm and composed. Do not
let your nervousness come up on
your face. No matter how nervous
you are, always look confident. A
confident candidate always has a
better opportunity as it shows how he
can handle situations in a better way.
No company would want to employ
a person who is shaking due to
nervousness during the interview.

6. Be honest and flexible
Always be honest and factual in
responding to whatever you are asked.
Do not lie or exaggerate regarding any
thing as it may back-fire and expose
you in the future. If you don’t know
Executive Knowledge Lines

the answer to any question, say it
with confidence. After all, you are not
supposed to know everything and its
perfectly okay. It’s better than giving
wrong answers and giving a wrong
impression.

7. Let your CV reflect you
Keep your CV updated and
impressive and ready to be presented
when asked. Your CV is the most
important document which sells you
to your prospective employer. Keep it
updated and make it sellable. Enhance
it with all the skills you have and all
that you have done in the past. Ensure
that your suitability for the company
and the post is well reflected in your
CV. Do not make the mistake of
fabricating it in any way. Keep two
copies of the updated CV with you in
a folder.

8. Keep Testimonials in a folder
Even if not mentioned in the call
letter, it is better to keep a folder with
www.eklines.com

you containing your certificates and
testimonials.

9. Be warm and friendly
You are noticed in every way. Be
friendly with other candidates, the
reception staff and interviewer and
always keep that smile on your face.
It also helps you to conceal your
nervousness as well. Do not make
the interview one-sided. Ask a few
questions to your interviewer about
the company and your job profile.

10. Ask for feedback
Before the interview closes, politely
ask the interviewer as to how it went
without bluntly asking about the
chances of being selected. It gives
a positive image of you as it shows
your keenness towards accepting the
job offer.
Face the interview with preparations,
confidence and positivism and
brighten the chances of your getting
hired.
May 2019
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TECHNOLOGY

Blockchain Technology

T

Sam Alex

he technology likely to
have the greatest impact on
different social strata for the
coming decades has arrived.
And it’s not social media, big data, AI;
it’s the Blockchain Technology, the
technology behind the much-talkedabout cryptocurrency, bitcoin. Bitcoin
and cryptocurrency have been a major
talking point recently all over the world
and this is only scratching the surface.
So, what is Blockchain?
“The blockchain is an incorruptible
digital ledger of economic transactions
that can be programmed to record not
just financial transactions but virtually
everything of value,” says Don &
Alex Tapscott, authors of Blockchain
Revolution (2016). The blockchain
is an undeniably original innovation
– the idea of a person or group of
people known by the pseudonym,
Satoshi Nakamoto. It has evolved
into something bigger ever since. By
allowing digital information to be
disseminated but not copied, blockchain
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technology created the spine of a new
type of internet.
The blockchain is a database
technology that works on the principle
of a distributed ledger – a record
shared by multiple owners – so
that when changes are made by one
person, all other copies of the ledger
adjust accordingly. These ledgers
could help fight fraud and accounting
errors, and make even the smallest
entry into a database easy to track far
down the line. The most noteworthy
advantage of the blockchain is the
idea that data is theoretically secured
and protected from data breach
threats.
Blockchain’s capacity to provide
clarity and accountability in
an instant, and to minimise the
influence and costs of middlemen
in so many applications, makes it a
technology everyone looks forward
to. Blockchain holds vast potential for
every business, every society and for
all of us, individually. The technology
Executive Knowledge Lines

behind cryptocurrencies can renovate a
wide range of industries for the better,
from food and medicine to shipping –
and even hit social problems such as
child trafficking.

system, anything from self-executing
supply contracts to automated cold
chain management seems a relevant
process. Blockchain technology
makes it possible for us to more
securely and transparently track all
In the wake of fast-developing
types of transactions. Every time a
efficient healthcare record systems,
product changes hands across the
wearable devices, and medical
supply chain, it could be documented,
examination systems implementing
creating a permanent history of a
artificial intelligence, cryptography
product, from manufacture to sale.
will soon become an important tool
This could drastically lower time
that anchorages how hospitals work.
Within the healthcare sector, there is an delays, added costs, and human error
that affect transactions today.
ongoing increase in patient numbers.
A new requisite for managing the daily Blockchain technology provides the
increasing health data on a regular
opportunity for transfer of funds
basis is on the rise. Huge demand
anywhere in the world sans using the
for safe data sharing tools, which
traditional banking transactions, as
allows both healthcare providers and
these secure and rapid transactions
their dependent entities to verify the
are made directly between payer
correctness of data, are crucial for
and payee. These bitcoin transfers
ensuring proper medical services.
also incur lower fees. Apart from
The data integrity quality of blockchain these, blockchain in supply chain
management could make recording
technology finds immense potential.
the quantity and transfer of assets
After information has been recorded
and encrypted, it becomes not possible as they move between supply chain
nodes easy. The different activities
to change or remove. Anchoring the
like tracking purchase orders,
data to the public blockchain allows
for the secure recording and sharing of change orders, receipts, shipment
information which involves generating notifications, or other trade-related
documents, assigning or verifying
a proof of data integrity. This proof
makes it possible for any user to verify certifications or certain properties of
the data timestamp without the need to physical products, linking physical
goods to serial numbers, barcodes,
rely on third-parties. The technology
digital tags like RFID, etc and sharing
provides a more secure way to guard
information about manufacturing
data than regular encryption methods.
process, assembly, delivery, and
It allows for the implementation of
maintenance of products with
new standards in managing insurance
suppliers and vendors are all made
claims, PHI, and medical records.
hassle-free incorporating blockchain
Blockchain in the area of supply chain tech into supply chain.
management has immense potential
The blockchain is moving towards
which will revolutionise the way
transactions are made. In a supply chain transforming the food industry
as well. With growing consumer
www.eklines.com
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Implementing rigorous
encryption and data
distribution protocols
on a network using
blockchain ensures
any business that
their information will
remain safely intact.

consciousness towards food safety,
blockchain applications play a vital
role in solving many agriculturerelated problems. Food safety is more
about handling, preparing and storing
food in such ways that prevent foodborne illnesses. The key aspect of
food integrity refers to the fairness
and authenticity of food in food value
chains both at the physical and the
digital level. The digital level must
work efficiently in providing reliable
and trustworthy information about the
origins of food products at the physical
level. These issues of food safety and
integrity can be enhanced through
higher traceability. At this juncture,
the blockchain can be used by food
companies to quickly trace outbreaks
back to specific sources, which could
lessen food fraud.
An impressive list of companies has
already started to utilize the blockchain
technology in their attempts to
safeguard food safety and integrity.
Companies like Cargill uses it to let
shoppers trace their turkeys from the
store to the farm that raised them, CocaCola use blockchain to identify cases of
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forced labour in the sugarcane supply
chain. Carrefour is using blockchain
to authenticate standards and trace
food origins. An initiative called the
‘blockchain for agrifood’ project
has developed a proof of concept
application targeting table grapes from
South Africa.
Integrating blockchain into the food
supply chain simplifies and improves
transparency of the data management
across a complex network that
includes farmers, brokers, distributors,
processors, retailers, regulators, and
consumers. Improved data sharing
helps reduce growing issues of food
waste. Farmers and all members of
the supply chain can have access to all
the information throughout the chain,
making the entire supply chain more
democratic and efficient. This further
will result in lesser food wastage and
higher remuneration being paid to
the stakeholder adding the amount of
value.
Apparently, blockchain eases the
procedures involved in drawing up
for the leasing of land for agriculture.
Blockchain can make all kinds of
land recording more efficient and
accessible and contracting between
corporate farming firms and farmers
more traceable and fraud-free. The
state of Andhra Pradesh has partnered
with the Swedish startup ChromaWay
to build blockchain solution for land
registration and recordkeeping.
In this era of digital platforms
being extensively used, the issues
of cybersecurity and online data
security are gaining much importance.
Blockchain tech with its decentralized
infrastructure could play a vital role
Executive Knowledge Lines

in safeguarding cybersecurity.
Blockchain technology is one of
the best tools we currently possess
to protect important data from
hackers, preventing potential fraud
and decreasing the chance of data
being stolen or compromised. Bigger
blockchain networks with a large
number of users have an infinitely
decreased risk of getting attacked
by hackers owing to the complexity
required to penetrate such a network.
This complexity provides blockchain
tech with the ability to be the most
secure form of storing and sharing
information online discovered so far.

opened up an opportunity, a way to
own something digital that couldn’t
be copied. This gave the digital code
value. A possibility to build a platform
enabling private companies to issue
and trade shares was enabled using
blockchain. Developers across the
Implementing rigorous encryption and world are coding financial instruments
data distribution protocols on a network that could be pre-programmed to
using blockchain ensures any business carry out corporate actions through
that their information will remain
business logic. These chains can serve
safely intact. The technology behind
as a fully transparent and accessible
blockchain is versatile and incredibly
system of record for regulators
useful allowing users to better secure
which can also be coded to authorize
their data. Blockchain implementations transactions that comply with
now have improved scope for data
regulatory reporting.
confidentiality as well as better access
Around the world, public sector
control. The complete encryption of
data using the tech ensures that data as agencies are exploring its potential
in solving different problems and
a whole or in part is not accessible to
blockchain-related innovations
any wrongful person or organization
are already providing solutions to
while in transit. Many companies are
longstanding issues. Blockchain
seeking Blockchain to secure their
has a special role to play in public
personal and private information
exchanged over chats, messaging apps administration as governments are
looking for ways to modernize their
and social media as well.
services along with digital lines.
The blockchain tech provides a reliable They provide a neutral place for a
and robust infrastructure for crosstransaction to occur. Once a network
border transactions in the financial
is established, blockchain can provide
sector. The technology allows for
a platform for smart contracts to
financial institutions to develop direct
run on top of it and government
links between each other, avoiding
procedures less hassling. For the
correspondent banking. With the
government, smart contracts can
propulsion of bitcoin as a digital
have effects on how it can regulate
entity that could be owned, blockchain
www.eklines.com
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more efficiently. For example, the
auditing functions of a government
can be embedded in the smart contract
itself. Compliance is an area where
governments are using the blockchain.
This can boost efficiency by eliminating
some of the intermediaries in areas such
as tax collection.

world to regain the legal identities they
lost when forced to flee their homes.
Creating a digital ID with blockchain
technology could also allow for greater
voter participation across the world.

The real value of blockchain lies in its
matchless ability to create and secure
an economic identity for the world’s
billions living in extreme poverty over
the world. For those who are homeless,
these digital identities registered on
the blockchain could help reduce the
burden of maintaining physical copies
of ID. These digital IDs would allow
users to quickly and easily verify their
identities, allowing them to access more
services. They would also help build
a profile of transactions that could be
shared across different service providers
through a blockchain. The tech could
be beneficial to aid refugees over the

across non-trusting entities and
instil a sense of transparency among
entities. Blockchains provide the
technological capability of creating
a record of human exchange, of
exchange of currency, of all kinds of
digital and physical assets, even of our
own personal attributes, in a totally
innovative way. It’s giving us another
opportunity to rewrite the economic
power grid and the old order of things
and solve some of the world’s most
difficult problems. Blockchain creates
the conditions for prosperity for
potentially billions of people across the
globe and will continue to do so.

Thus it is evident that the emerging
potentials of the blockchain technology
would be a game-changer for almost
With the online landscape evolving,
all sectors of the society. It is predicted
the blockchain helps help us gain more to be a technology that could propel us
control over our personal data. We
into the next industrial revolution, with
all possess a human right to identity,
shifting paradigms for doing business
beginning the moment we are born. But in finance, supply chain, transportation,
the traditional forms of identification
shared economy, and many other
require the maintenance of physical
industries. The blockchain technology
artefacts in an increasingly digital
can create dramatic improvements in
world and are completely reliant upon digital identity, providing individuals
the central authorities that issue and
with control over their identity, and
validate them. Blockchain helps to
subsequently, reclaim control over their
tackle this challenge of trustworthy
lives.
digital identification. Blockchain
The blockchain is a new technological
technology allows for the creation
institution that will fundamentally
of a better and secure digital ID.
change how we exchange value.
Blockchain systems reduce dependence Blockchain lowers uncertainty and
on third-party mediators and can even holds huge promise to transform our
survive disasters that might wipe out or economic systems in radical ways
compromise more centralized recordbeyond bitcoin. The blockchain
keeping systems.
enables to create a shared reality
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HUMOUR

A man goes to the doctor and says,
“Doctor, wherever I touch, it hurts.”
Doctor : “What do you mean?”
The man : “When I touch my
shoulder, it really hurts. If I touch my
knee or my forehead or my shoulder,
it really, really hurts.”
Doctor : “I know what’s wrong with
you - you’ve broken your finger!”
Little Aravind: Teacher, can I go to the
bathroom?
Teacher: Aravind, MAY I go to the
bathroom?
Little Johnny: But I asked first!
A man irately asked the Railway
Station Master : What’s the use of
having a train schedule if the trains
are always late?
Station Master : How would we know
they were late, if we didn’t have a
schedule?
A nervous old lady on a bus was made
even more nervous by the fact that the
driver periodically took his arm out of
the window. When she couldn’t stand
it any longer, she tapped him on the
shoulder and whispered on his ear:
www.eklines.com

“Young man...you keep both hands
on the wheel...I’ll tell you when it’s
raining!”
Little Akash to his father : Why are all
those people running?
Father: They are running a race to get
a cup.
Akash: Who will get the cup?
Father: The person who wins.
Akash: Then why are all the others
running?
A man receives a phone call from his
doctor.
The doctor says, “I have some good
news and some bad news.”
The man says, “OK, give me the good
news first.”
The doctor says, “The good news is,
you have 24 hours to live.”
The man replies, “Oh no! If that’s
the good news, then what’s the bad
news?”
The doctor says, “The bad news is, I
forgot to call you yesterday.”
May 2019
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TAXATION

Income Tax on

Agriculture

A

CA Niraj Kalra

griculture plays a vital
role in Indian economy.
According to Income Tax
Department data, 6.57
lakh individuals declared agricultural
income over 20 times the GDP in
2011. Except for two short periods
of nine years in all (1860-1865 and
1869-1873) agricultural incomes have
been exempt from the general income
tax. In 1925, the Indian Taxation
Inquiry Committee observed that
there is no historical or theoretical
justification for the continued
exemption from the income tax of
incomes derived from agriculture.
They found it justified to include
agriculture income for rate purposes.
It continues unchanged till date. The
Income Tax Act, defines “agriculture
income”. But some incomes are
derived partly from agricultural
and partly from non-agricultural
operations. Also, it is difficult to
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define agricultural operations. Hence
a detailed analysis has been given to
define taxability of such income under
the Income Tax Act.

Introduction
From the inception of our republic
under constitution, agriculture income
and taxation of agricultural income
is a state subject. The Act exempts
agricultural income from taxation
by the central government. Plain
reading of the Act indicates that all
agricultural income is exempt. To
understand provisions related to
taxability of agricultural income, it is
necessary to understand meaning of
“agricultural income”. Agricultural
income can be mentioned as “income
derived from agricultural land by
carrying out agricultural operations is
agricultural income”.
But some incomes are derived partly
Executive Knowledge Lines

from agricultural and partly from
non-agricultural operations. Also,
it is difficult to define agricultural
operations. The broad definition of
“agricultural income” has been given
under Act.
The Act does not specify that person
declaring agriculture income should
be individual only. Hence company,
partnership firm can also claim
exemption for agricultural income
under the Act.

Income From Sale
Of Produce Without
Carrying Out Agricultural
Operations
Income derived from land by
agriculture is considered as
agricultural income. The word
“agriculture” comes from Latin word
ager, means the soil and cultivation.
“Agriculture” can be defined as the
cultivation and/or production of crop
plants.
Agriculture includes basic operations
and subsequent operations. Hence
agricultural operations like tiling of
the land, sowing of seeds, planting
etc. should be carried out along with
subsequent operations, if necessary
to make the product marketable,
only subsequent operations are not
sufficient to consider the income as
agricultural income. Hence income
from sale of trees as timber and
selling of canned fruits and vegetables
are chargeable as business income.

Income From Farmhouse
Any income derived from any
building owned and occupied by the
www.eklines.com

person, receiving rent or revenue from
the land, by carrying out agricultural
operations is exempt.
o If agricultural land along with
farmhouse is given on rent for
agricultural purpose, such rental
income is exempt.
o If such farmhouse is used by
tenant as store-house for agricultural
produce, such rental income is also
exempt.
o If only farmhouse is given on rent
for residential purposes, such rental
income will be taxable.
o If farmhouse is given on rent for
commercial purpose e.g.to conduct
social functions, such rental income
will not be considered as agricultural
income.

Income From Nursery/
Greenhouse
With the advancement of modern
technology, many crops, fruits,
vegetables and flowers are grown in
greenhouses. In this technique, soil is
removed from the land and is placed
in different containers, such as pots,
trays and stands etc. and subsequent
agriculture operations are performed
on them to yield the desired results of
production.
The place of such subsequent
agricultural operations is not relevant.
If basic agricultural operations are
carried out on land and subsequent
operations are carried out in
continuation of basic operations,
income from such produce is
considered as agricultural income.
Hence sapling or seeding grown in
May 2019
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nursery or greenhouse is considered as
agricultural income.
If nursery is maintained independently
without carrying out basic operations on
land, income from nursery will not be
considered as agricultural income.

Income From Turnkey
Project For Plantation
In turnkey project for plantation,
farmer sows seeds and develops plants
in nursery owned by him. After such
plants reach a certain height, they are
transplanted to the land belonging to
other company/institution for further
care. Hence ownership of such plants is
transferred to the company/institution
at this stage. Thereafter the company/
institution cares for survival of such
plants. Hence the project is divided in
two stages.
First stage is up to development of plants
in nursery and second stage starts from
transplantation of such plants. Even if
basic operations are carried out at first
stage, activity carried out at second stage
is different and not continuous integrated
operation.
Second stage can be carried out by
another agency also. This activity
involves income derived from
agricultural land as well as contract
receipt.
Income received up to first stage should
be considered as agricultural income and
income received thereafter should be
considered as business income.

Income From Sale Of
Livestock Used For Dairy
Farming
Livestock such as cow and buffalo is
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used for the business of sale of
milk in dairy. Such activity is not
considered as “agriculture”.
Generally, in dairy farming, fixed
stock of cattle capable of giving
good yield of milk is maintained to
ensure constant supply of milk to
run a dairy business.
Animals used to generate milk
constitute a plant from which stock
of milk is derived. Hence purchase
price and expense on such livestock
is considered as capital expenditure.
It cannot be claimed as revenue
expenditure. Sale proceeds of such
livestock are considered as trading
receipt.

Capital Gain On Sale
Of Agricultural Land
The land which falls within limits
specified in the Act, sale of such
agricultural land will not be
considered as capital asset and no
capital gain will be charged on sale
of such land.
But if agricultural land is converted
into non- agricultural and subplots of such land are sold, surplus
resulting from this transaction will
be considered as capital gain.
It may be noted that the character
of the land as “agricultural land”
should continue at the time of
execution of sale deed. If land
was agricultural land at the time
of agreement to sale, but it was
converted to non-agricultural land
before execution of sale deed, it
will be considered as capital asset
for computation of capital gain on
sale of such land.
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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

Test
Y
O
U
R

GK
11. What is the total value of goods
produced and services provided in a
country during one year known as?

1. What is Acetylsalicylic acid
commonly known as?
2. In which year did Jallianwala Bagh
massacre happen?

12. What is the medical term used for
a deficit in memory caused by brain
damage, disease, or psychological
trauma?

3. What is the name of the largest star
that we know of?
4. Who is the only person to have held
the office of the President of India for
two terms?

13. Which is the place where Gautama
Buddha is believed to have attained
nirvana?

5. What is the name of the world’s first
artificial satellite?

14. Aoleang, also called Mini Hornbill
festival is celebrated in which Indian
State?

6. What is the common name of the
plant species Clitoria ternatea?
7. What is the interdisciplinary branch
of engineering and science that includes
mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering, computer science, and
others known as?

9. What is the branch of political
science which deals with the study and
scientific analysis of elections known
as?
10. Which element has the highest
melting point of all the elements
discovered?

Answers

16. Where is the headquarters of India
Meteorological Department located?
17. Who has been appointed as the
Chairman of Nasscom for 2019-20?
18. Which is the enzyme recently
discovered, which would help in
breaking the cell walls of bacteria?
19. Who was recently selected as the
new President of the World Bank?
20.
With which organisation
did Indian Navy sign for its advanced
technologies??

1. Aspirin 2. 1919 3. VY Canis Majoris
4. Rajendra Prasad 5. Sputnik-1 6. Asian
pigeonwings 7. Robotics Engineering 8. JavaScript
9. Psephology. 10. Tungsten 11. Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) 12. Amnesia 13. Kushinagar
14. Naga Land 15. Guwahati Railway Station
16. New Delhi 17. Keshav Murugesh
18. Murein EndopeptidiaseK 19. David Malpass
20. Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR)

8. What is the present name of the
programming language that was
originally developed by Brendan Eich
of Netscape under the name “Mocha”?

15. Which is the first ever railway
station in the Indian Railways to get
an ISO certification from the National
Green Tribunal (NGT)?

How did you fare?
No. of correct answers
you got
18-20
15-17
12-14
10-11

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Grade

CURRENT AFFAIRS

News Reel
ISRO Successfully
launched Emisat Satellite
into Orbit.
The Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) successfully
launched an electronic intelligence
satellite ‘Emisat’ for the Defence
Research Development Organisation
(DRDO) Organisation (DRDO) along
with 28 third party satellites. The
notable aspects of the launch were
a new variant of the Polar Satellite
Launch Vehicle (PSLV); switching off
and on the fourth stage engine couple
of times; and the use of the fourth stage
as an orbital platform carrying three
experimental payloads. PSLV first
placed the 436 kg Emisat into a 749
km orbit. Then the rocket was brought
down to put the 28 satellites into orbit,
at an altitude of 504 km. Then the
rocket was brought down further to
485 km where the fourth stage/engine
transformed into a payload platform
carrying three experimental payloads.

feet long. It is wider than any airplane
on the planet. Stratolaunch is an
American space transportation venture
developing a new air launch to orbit
system. Stratolaunch aims to develop
an air-launch system with three primary
components – (1) A carrier aircraft, (2)
A multi-stage payload “launch vehicle”
and A mating and integration system.
Stratolaunch was founded by the late
Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen in
2011.

Financial Sector
Assessment Programme
for India.

The Report of the Financial Sector
Assessment Programme for India
by the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) makes the following
recommendations:- (1) The level
of non-performing loans in India
remains high and the IMF has favoured
bolstering the level of capitalisation of
some banks, particularly governmentowned banks; (2) Together with
capitalisation, the report asks for
World’s Largest Airplane
Completes First Test Flight. resolution and the recognition of Nonperforming loans as part of the process
The world’s largest aircraft ROC,
of cleaning up the banking system of
developed by aerospace venture
non-performing loans. The report notes
Stratolaunch has successfully completed that there were some steps that were
its first flight test. The Aircraft has a
taken by the authorities to boost capital
dual fuselage design and a wingspan
buffers in banks and also to improve
greater than the length of an American governance in state-owned banks that
football field. It achieved a maximum
have had some positive impact. The
speed of 189 miles (302.4 km) per
FSAP includes two major components:
hour, the plane flew for 2.5 hours over
a financial stability assessment, which
the Mojave Desert at altitudes up to
is the responsibility of the IMF, and
17,000 feet. The Aircraft has a worlda financial development assessment,
record wingspan of 385 feet and is 238 the responsibility of the World
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Bank. Financial Sector Assessment
Programme of the IMF aims to: (1) To
gauge the stability and soundness of
the financial sector; (2) To assess its
potential contribution to growth and
development. The Financial Sector
Assessment Program (FSAP) is a
comprehensive and in-depth analysis of
a country’s financial sector.

British PM Repeats ‘deep
regret’ on Jallianwala
Bagh.
British Prime Minister Theresa May
reiterated the UK government’s longstanding expression of ‘deep regret’
over the April 1919 Jallianwala Bagh
massacre and called the massacre
a ‘shameful scar’ on British Indian
history. But the words of PM May
fell short in issuing a formal apology.
Since 2019 was the centenary of the
horrendous act there was a growing
demand from many quarters for the
formal apology including Indian
diaspora and Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn. The UK government has
announced that on the centenary of the
massacre British high commission in
New Delhi would visit the memorial
site on April 13 and lay a wreath. There
would be a public acknowledgement
of the centenary and the sense of ‘deep
regret’ in events organised in the UK

UAE awards PM Narendra
Modi with Highest Civilian
Honour.
UAE President Sheikh Khalifa Bin
Zayed Al Nahyan today announced that
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
will be honoured with the Zayed Medal,
the UAE’s highest civil honour. The
medal, awarded to kings, presidents
www.eklines.com

and heads of states, was conferred upon
Modi for boosting relations between
the Emirates and India. Previously,
Russian President Vladimir Putin and
Chinese President Xi Jinping have
also been conferred with the honour.
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al
Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi
said the award is in appreciation of
Modi’s role in consolidating the longstanding friendship and joint strategic
cooperation between the two nations.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has
visited the Gulf nation twice in three
years. The Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi
also visited India in 2017.

Maitri Bridge: Longest
Suspension Bridge.
The Indian Army has successfully built
the longest suspension bridge ‘Matiri
Bridge’ over the Indus River in the LehLadakh region. It is the shortest time
of Indian Army built any suspension
bridge of this length. Suspension
Bridge constructed over Indus River
by Combat Engineers ‘Fire & Fury
Corps’ was inaugurated by local War
Veterans of region on April 1, 2019.
Built in a record time of 40 days ‘Maitri
Bridge’ is longest Suspension Bridge
over Indus River. The bridge has been
named ‘Maitri Bridge’, symbolising
the excellent civil-military relations
existing in the Leh-Ladakh region.
Also, construction of this bridge was
not possible without help of locals.

Third planet found in
Kepler 47 system.
A team of scientists led by San Diego
State University has discovered a third
planet in a two-star system named
Kepler-47, which is seven times the
May 2019
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size of the Earth and the largest in its
system. To study this system, team
used NASA’s Kepler space telescope to
find the Neptune-to-Saturn-size planet
orbiting between two previously known
planets. The planets in the Kepler-47
system were detected via the “transit
method.” It means if the orbital plane
of the planet is aligned edge-on as
seen from Earth, the planet can pass
in front of the host stars, leading to a
measurable decrease in the observed
brightness. The new planet, dubbed
Kepler-47d, was not detected earlier
due to weak transit signals. With the
discovery of the new planet, a much
better understanding of the system is
possible. For example, researchers now
know the planets in this circumbinary
system are very low density, less than
that of Saturn, the Solar System planet
with the lowest density.

about 1.89 million and 143,000 years
ago.

Fire at Paris Notre Dame
Cathedral

A major fire broke out at Notre Dame
Cathedral in Central Paris on 15-042019 in the afternoon. Over 400 fire
fighters managed to extinguish the
fire around 14 hours after it began.It
is the cathedral of French cathedrals,
with one of the longest and richest of
histories: the site of royal weddings,
the consecration of Napoleon
Bonaparte as emperor and the
beatification of Joan of Arc. It is also
where the public celebrates the lives
of the great and good. It was at Notre
Dame in 1431 that Henry VI, king of
England, was crowned king of France,
and James V, king of Scotland,
married Madeleine of France in 1537.
Requiem masses were held there for
New Human species
presidents Charles de Gaulle and
found.
François Mitterrand. French President
Scientists have discovered a new
Emmanuel Macron vowed to rebuild
human species ‘Homo luzonensis’ in
the Cathedral. “Notre dame is our
Philippines recently. Scientists found
history, our literature, part of our
these remains aged between 67,000
psyche, the place of all our great
years to 50,000 years old and it was
events, our epidemics, our wars our
unknown to science till date. It is
liberations, the epicenter of our lives”,
classified a separate species on the
Macron said. The family of L’Oreal
ground of 13 bones and teeth from two heiress Francoise Bettencourt Meyers,
adults and one child found in a cave on their foundation, and the cosmetics
the island of Luzon in the Philippines. group have announced they will
donate Rupees 1600 crore for repairs.
Homo luzonensis, described in the
journal Nature, informs about features The spire and roof of the cathedral
have collapsed. Hollywood actress
comparable to different species of
hominins. Unlike Homo sapiens, whose Salma Hayek’s husband, French
premolar teeth generally have a single billionaire Francois Henri Pinault has
root, Homo luzonensis’ premolars had pledged to donate Rupees 800 crore to
help rebuild the cathedral. Meanwhile,
two or three roots, similar to more
primitive species such as Homo erectus, the mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo, has
which lived in Africa and Asia between called for a donor’s conference.
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Google doodle marks
6 unique Inhabitants on
Earth day
In the 1969 oil spill that occurred near
California, the three-million gallon oil
spill killed more than 10,000 seabirds,
dolphins, seals, and sea lions. In
response to this incident and to raise
awareness on environmental issues,
the Earth Day was introduced to be
observed on April 22 every year. It is
marked across the globe with events
that promote eco-friendly practices
such as recycling, reducing pollution,
etc. Google on April 22 shared a
doodle to celebrate Earth Day 2019
of six organisms and their unique
quality. While Wandering Albatross
has the widest wingspan in the world,
Coastal Redwood is the tallest tree in
the world at 377 feet. Paedophryne
Amauensis is a species of frog from
Papua New Guinea and it’s the
world’s smallest known vertebrate.
Another animation is on Amazon
Water Lily which is the largest aquatic
plant. Then there is Coelacanth — a
fish that was long considered a “living
fossil”. It evolved into roughly its
current form approximately 400
million years ago. The last animation
is on “Deep Cave Springtail”,
insects that live in total darkness in
caves where they feed on fungi and
decomposing organic matter. Some
of these creatures were recently
discovered and have been marked as
endangered. The theme of this year’s
Earth Day was ‘Protect Our Species’
and intended to draw attention to the
rapid global destruction and reduction
of the world’s plant and wildlife
populations.
www.eklines.com

Asian Athletics
Championship - 2019
The 2019 Asian Athletics championship
was held from 21 to 24 April 2019
at the Khalifa International Stadium
in Doha, Qatar. The entire village of
Mudikandam near Tiruchi is gushing
with pride after Gomathi Marimuthu’s
gold-medal winning performance in
the 800m event at the Asian Athletics
Championships. Kerala athlete PU
Chitra bagged gold for India in the
women’s 1500m race. Swapna Barman
and the 4x400m relay team bagged
silvers on Tuesday as the Indian team
took its medal tally to 13 at the end of
the third day of the Championships.
Sanjivani Jadhav clinched bronze in the
women’s 10,00m race. India bagged a
total of 17 medals including three gold
medals. Bahrain came first with a total
of 22 medals followed by China. India
bagged the 4th position.

Sri Lanka Bombings - 21
April 2019
A series of coordinated bombings on
Easter Sunday shocked Sri Lanka,
killing at least 253 people and
wounding at least 500 others. The first
wave of attacks struck during busy
Easter services at churches in the heart
of the country’s minority Christian
community - in the cities of Colombo,
Negombo and Batticaloa. More blasts
ripped through three luxury hotels in
the capital city of Colombo: the Shangri
La, Cinnamon Grand and Kingsbury.
The Islamic State claimed responsibility
for the Easter Sunday bombings at
churches and hotels in Sri Lanka. The
group’s Amaq news agency called the
bombers “Islamic State fighters’.
May 2019
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REFLECTION
The Need to Promote Indian Brands,
Not Foreign Brands

T

here was a time when we Indians had to depend on many
things manufactured in foreign countries. The main reasons for
the attachment of Indians to items produced abroad were the
perception of quality attached to those things and the fact that at that
time India perhaps had not made the technological advancements made
by a few other countries those days.
But times have drastically changed. India is now a technologically highly
advanced country on par with many developed nations and has the
technological capability to match the quality standards of gadgets/
devices/automobiles/other consumer goods manufactured in other
countries. Whether it is vehicle, or television, or refrigerator, or mobile
phone, or home theatre, or air conditioner, India indigenously produces
high quality items matching the perceived quality of those foreign
manufactured things.
Indians are no more in such a desperate situation as to depend on
commodities produced abroad. India’s technological advancement
is envious. Indians are not duty bound to promote the products
manufactured abroad.
India’s dependence on foreign currency depends on the extent of
foreign goods consumed by the Indians. The more and more we go for
commodities or services for which India has to pay the manufacturers
or service providers in US dollars (the most traded currency
internationally), the more and more powerful does US dollar become
and Indian Rupee becomes weaker and weaker. However, India’s
dependence on OPEC countries for crude is bound to continue, more on
account of geographical factors rather than economic factors.
Our Union Government’s policy is that we Indians should try to
encourage gadgets/devices/ automobiles etc. manufactured in India
instead of promoting foreign brands and ‘Make in India’ campaign is only
a part of this. Foreign craze still lingering in the minds of some sections
of Indians should become a thing of the past.

N. Vijayagopalan
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